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Outline for this talk

How the Daxko Engage Team tests software

Sprint Planning
● Translate Acceptance Criteria into Given-When-Then (GWT) format
● Taking ideas from Devs, Testing, UX (e.g. ideas to/from user research)
● Where do we accomplish the proposed testing? e.g. unit, integration, Ruby, manual 

exploratory testing (ET)
○ Goal: Push the testing down the testing pyramid!
○ Q: How do we document these testing ideas? In the story tracking tool (i.e. Jira), we 

have a plaintext list for GWT to execute in unit/integration tests, list for Ruby user-
facing automation, and list for manual ET.

■ Testing ideas grouped into ET charters and entered in a tool (i.e. Bonfire) 
■ AC or GWT for a story go on the sprint board as sticky notes
■ Ruby automation tasks go on the sprint board as sticky notes

○ Q: Why such light documentation? The output isn't valuable, just the outcome!
● Story's Dev tasks are ordered to favor demonstrability/testability. We want to observe that 

we did what we intended to do. "Show me!" 



Outline for this talk

How the Daxko Engage Team tests software

● Starting the Story
○ Test Driven Development (TDD) so that we know to stop coding when our "tests" 

pass.
○ Some stuff turns out to be not TDD... Inevitably, we learn something when 

implementing a story, so discovery!
■ Q: Now that we know more, do we need to adjust the plan?
■ Q: Did we plan unit/integration tests that turned out to be not such a great 

idea? Push that testing back up the testing pyramid! (Inspect & adapt. Iteration 
FTW!)

○ Starting framing out the Ruby automation (as needed)
■ Q: Who starts the automation? Any product team member who can write 

WATIR describe-it lists (usually QA or Dev). "its with no bodies"
○ On the sprint board, move AC (or GWT) stickies from In Progress column to Ready 

column as code is pushed to the CI
■ At this point, we think "it might work" (but isn't necessarily "done") so it is no 

longer a waste of manual testing time.
○ Q: As soon as Dev is done, we can test it?

■ Well, it might make more sense to let the Dev-UX pairing task happen first so 
that we don't churn on styling questions.

■ Dev-UX pairing informs manual ET (e.g. readiness, how much polish we plan 
to put on the UI).



How the Daxko Engage Team tests software

● Something is "Ready"!
○ Q: Is the whole story ready for testing? Not necessarily. If we sequenced the Dev 

tasks nicely, we might be able to start on one or more of the ACs before the Dev for 
the whole story is wrapped up.

○ Q: Should I start testing before the story is ready? Depends on when we think it's the 
right moment to invest manual testing time. Some ACs are more testable together.

○ Q: So how do I know to do some testing?
■ See stickies move.
■ Hear CI build success ding. "Order up!"
■ Conversation! At the very latest, we talk about it at the next Stand Up meeting.

○ Q: What kind of testing happens first: Ruby automation or manual ET? Depends on 
the story.

■ WATIR and Ruby automation is inherently exploratory, so we can do it first if 
we think that's a good use of time.

● This gives us a chance to provide UI hooks for automation early in the 
story.

● Q: Who writes the Ruby automation? Either QA or Dev, depending on 
who's the bottleneck this story

Outline for this talk



How the Daxko Engage Team tests software
● Q: What do you automate?

○ We do not verbatim convert manual tests.
○ We select candidates that make sense to check programatically 

and frequently.
○ Some of our automation is function-oriented.
○ Some of our automation is a sequence of actions that would make 

sense to a user (i.e. user scenario). 
● Q: How do you structure the WATIR and Ruby automation?

○ We have an RSpec file that specifies the things we want this code 
to check.

○ We have a page object that insulates us from the details of the 
page's markup.

○ In between, that's where the magic happens. We have "steps" to 
abstract a collection of actions that would be executed together (e.
g. login to the application).

● Q: How elegant and maintainable is your automation code?
○ As elegant and maintainable as it needs to be to accomplish its 

purpose and no more!
○ Broken automation "checks" are expected as we make changes to 

existing functionality, but beware fragile tests! They are time-
suckers!

● Automation is a tool to confirm that changes have not been introduced 
unintentionally.

Outline for this talk



How the Daxko Engage Team tests software
■ Manual ET sessions may be the best way to confirm the functionality has 

"settled down" enough to be automatable.
● Q: Who does the manual ET?

○ QA often does, but it's not just for the tester/QA! Devs can test. 
UXers can test. PMs can test.

● Q: What do we get out of ET?
○ Evaluation of the test ideas that we proposed at the beginning of 

the story, things we thought might work.
○ Feedback on what works and what could use more work. This is a 

chance to add missing unit/integration tests.
○ Q: What about Bugs?

■ If we decide that this problem cannot outlive the story, we put 
a problem sticky on the sprint board in that story's Failed 
column.

■  If we decide to take on the technical debt, then we can 
record a defect in our defect tracking tool (i.e. Jira).

Outline for this talk



How the Daxko Engage Team tests software
● Finish him!

○ Q: When is the story "good enough" to be "done"?
■ Build passes all unit and integration tests (i.e. build job runs green)
■ Ruby automation job should run green against the latest build
■ Meets the product team's Definition of Done

● Acceptance Criteria are all satisfied
○ Manual ET completed
○ PO Team accepts

● UX/UI paired on and reviewed
○ Team agrees it's adequate
○ Works in minimum supported browser (explicitly tested in manual ET)
○ Works at minimum supported screen resolution (explicitly tested in 

manual ET)
○ Works in standards-compliant browsers (probably looked at during Dev-

UX pairing, not usually covered in manual ET)
● Story is available in our demo environment
● QA and PO Team triage exploratory testing questions
● Defects are triaged

○ All urgent defects are fixed and verified.
● Code for story has been paired on or reviewed by at least 2 of us on the 

product team
● Any emergent technical debt is captured in backlog.

Outline for this talk



How the Daxko Engage Team tests software
■ Team agrees that automation is adequate

● Unit tests (product code base)
● Integration tests (product code base)
● User-facing/functional tests (Ruby scripts in a separate code repository)

■ End-user documents drafted
■ Q: API documentation drafted? We added this to our API stories.

● Acceptance testing
○ Completed by a member of the Product Owner Team
○ Note: If someone from the PO Team completed the manual ET, another member of 

the PO Team runs the acceptance tests.

Outline for this talk



The following slides were 
used during our internal 

presentation:



How we does it

Engage Dev and Testing



Quality is everyone's problem

Collaborate!

Demonstrate!

Automate!

Communicate!

Engage Dev and Testing



Quality is everyone's problem

Common goal: end-user/customer value

Agree on Acceptance Criteria

Test ideas

Devs and Testers share automation load



Collaborate!

Story/Sprint planning: where do tests go?
Start by pushing "down" the triangle

Pair program w/ a tester:
Unit tests
Automation

Image credit: http://jonkruger.com/blog/2010/02/08/the-automated-testing-triangle/



Demonstrate!

Dev/coding task order to favor demonstrability

Start w/ walking skeleton

Commit/push early & often

CI "developing" instance always has latest

Testing can start earlier



Automate!

Start w/TDD (we try)

Push back "up the triangle"

Try to co-own automation equally

Claire usually starts

Devs can finish automation during ET, if need 

be



Communicate!

"Given, When, Then" format for ACs

Test ideas come from everyone

On-the-fly changes/learn during the story

Coding for demonstrability can get messy

"Is this story done?" - definition of "done"



Takeaways
Integration of disciplines

Collaboration
Demonstration

Iteration
Automation

User-centric ALL THE THINGS!
Goal: Deliver value to the user


